CASE STUDY

R E TA I L

CHALLENGE
As Canada’s largest home-furnishing retail chain, IKEA is intensely proactive about mitigating
risk, and dedicates a chief loss-control officer to oversee operational risk management at each
of its locations. Six years ago, IKEA’s Canadian Risk Manager identified a need for more
rigorous claims data to help the company understand the exposures it was facing on various
fronts. Not only did IKEA have multiple exposures in-store (various retail departments, restaurant,
warehouse, and distribution settings), but it also had a range of out-of-store exposures (related
to customers using products at home). IKEA needed more detailed data to help it reduce
exposure and mitigate losses when they occurred.
IKEA sent out a general RFP for adjusting services and, after reviewing many competitive
proposals, chose SCM for its technological ability to provide highly customized data-input
systems on a national scale.

SOLUTION
SCM deployed a technical assessment of IKEA to learn about its specific needs and processes.
This helped SCM determined how its claims management system (iAdjust) could be customized
for IKEA. With the information from this assessment, SCM set up iAdjust to collect a high level
of detail about each claim; these details helped IKEA’s risk management team trend important
information.
IKEA was then able to trend data not only by store location, but also by the type of loss, by
the specific department and store in which it occurred, by the products involved in each claim,
and by a number of other small but significant details. This level of recorded detail would help
the risk managers be more specific and thorough in their analyses of claims. For instance, they
would now be able to pinpoint any design flaws of the displays and analyze traffic flows in
each department for their propensity to cause or be a factor contributing to incidents.
SCM also developed an integrated in-store program that loss-control officers could use to track
incidents that did not result in a claim and send detailed reports which outlined both claims
and incidents to the risk management departments. With this program, risk managers would
be provided with an accurate and complete picture of their exposures—something they had
never had access to.

RESULTS
While the specifics of many of its incidents and claims were previously unknown, IKEA now
has a clear picture of the range of exposures it faces on multiple fronts across all of its stores
in the country. Leveraging detailed data not only about claims, but also about incidents that
occur within and outside of its stores, IKEA’s risk management has devised more successful riskmitigation strategies to reduce exposure to risk.
Before its partnership with SCM, IKEA was working with a claims-handling system that was not
specific enough to provide it with a full understanding of the events and details surrounding its
claims. Using SCM’s proprietary technology, IKEA now employs a technical solution that has
been significantly adapted to support its ideal risk management program.

